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Chapter 381 

“Solve, solve?” Zheng Yuansan froze for a moment, “Who are you?” 

Next to her, Li Ruonan’s beautiful eyes were incomparably joyful as she hurriedly said in a low voice, 

“Chief Zheng, the person who spoke is Ji Feng!” 

Zheng Yuansan’s spirits immediately lifted and he immediately asked in a low voice, “Is it Ji Feng?” 

“Just send someone, the sixth, seventh, tenth and eleventh floors, all four floors, focus on the inventory, 

because I can’t guarantee if there’s still a fish that escaped! Wait for my signal and you guys will come!” 

Ji Feng didn’t admit his identity, but he didn’t deny it either, and after he finished speaking, he simply 

turned off the intercom.) 

Zheng Yuanshan immediately realized that Ji Feng did not want to reveal his identity for the time being, 

he immediately adjusted the intercom to the public intercom channel and said aloud, “This is Zheng 

Yuanshan, everyone listen to the order, our men have blended into the building and solved all the 

bandits, now, go in and arrest them immediately when you see the signal!” 

Because it was a public intercom channel, Zheng Yuanshan’s voice not only reached the ears of all the 

police officers present, but also went directly to the intercom channel of the TV station’s interview van. 

The TV reporter was immediately energised, and she immediately realised that this was definitely a big 

news story, so she directly broadcasted Zheng Yuanshan’s words. 

At once, everyone who heard the words was uplifted beyond belief! 

It turned out that the fact that the police were surrounding the outskirts of the building and not 

attacking was not because they didn’t have that ability, nor were they planning to give in to the robbers, 

but that some police had already infiltrated the building and were just waiting to respond from the 

inside! 

Everyone was staring at the television screen, but the camera on it was aimed at the Jardine House. 

The crowd at the scene was staring at the sixth and tenth floors, because they all knew that it was on 

these two floors that something had happened. 

“All of you, prepare to attack!” Zheng Yuanshan laid down the order. 

Wow! 

As soon as Zheng Yuanshan’s words fell, he saw the glass on the tenth floor suddenly shattered and a 

figure stood there, waving his hand. 

Zheng Yuanshan was instantly overjoyed and shouted, ”Good! Our men have successfully restrained the 

robbers, all of you, attack!” 

At this moment, he was simply grateful to Ji Feng from the bottom of his heart, if it wasn’t for him, he 

would really be in trouble today, when the time came, whether to forcefully attack, how to negotiate 



with the bandits, these were the most difficult issues in front of him. And more importantly, whether 

the bandits would let the hostages go! 

Now, all these worries were gone! 

The moment Zheng Yuanshan gave the order, Li Ruonan had already rushed towards the building, no 

one was more excited than her. 

Ji Feng was fine and had successfully restrained all the bandits, a strong feeling of joy swept through Li 

Ruo’nan’s entire body, leaving her mind blank, with only one thought left – to see Ji Feng immediately! 

I don’t know if it was out of guilt or for some other reason, the moment she saw Ji Feng being shot near 

the water pipe on the eighth floor, Li Ruonan felt her heart was going to break. 

Now that she saw that not only was Ji Feng fine, but he was also so formidable, how could she not be 

joyful? 

In a flash, a tidal wave of special police and criminal police officers, following behind Li Ruo Nan, rushed 

towards the building. And at the same time, those plainclothes policemen, who were scattered around 

the onlookers, also started their actions. 

As long as one is not a fool, one can imagine, the previous shooting of Ji Feng on the eighth floor with 

such precision, if there was no one to point it out, it would be strange, obviously, there are still bandits’ 

accomplices in the masses, the target of these police officers, is them! 

…… 

Seeing the large number of police rushing outside, Ji Feng couldn’t help but smile slightly and said, 

“Brother Yi, the rest of the matter, we don’t need to worry about it, I’ll go first ……” 

“Go where?” Yi Xingchen couldn’t help but be stunned. 

“To the hostage set of course, didn’t you hear Chief Zheng say that just now? It was their people who 

restrained the bandits, hey ……” Ji Feng said with a faint smile. 

Yi Xingchen immediately understood that Ji Feng did not want to reveal his identity, or rather, did not 

want to reveal his identity in public, so he had to cooperate with that police chief and act out a scene. 

But in that case, wouldn’t the credit be given to someone else for nothing? 

“Brother Yi, it’s better for you to stay here, when the police come later, you can talk to them to 

understand, it might be good for you!” Ji Feng walked a few steps and then turned back and laughed. 

Yi Xingchen smiled and couldn’t help but nod, after giving the police so much credit for nothing, there 

had to be some benefit! 

It was just that he was a little confused as to why Ji Feng didn’t want the credit. Moreover, from the 

beginning to the end, Ji Feng wore a mask and never revealed his true face, what was he trying to hide? 

After a moment of hesitation, Yi Xingchen could not help but say, “This brother ……” 

“Hmm?” Ji Feng turned back, “There’s something else?” 



“I was going to say, since we are all considered comrades fighting side by side, your real face ……” Yi 

Xingchen said somewhat cautiously, after all, if the other party wanted to hide, he must have his 

reasons, if he rashly asked, he might anger the other party. 

For Ji Feng’s terrifying hands, the four of them, Yi Xingchen, were simply impressed by the bones of the 

people. 

“Oh! You said this!” Ji Feng chuckled and directly took off his mask, revealing that handsome and rigid 

face with a faint smile on it, “It’s mainly because it was easier to move around before and not be easily 

recognized, but now it’s of no use, goodbye!” 

Looking at Ji Feng’s background, the four of them, Yi Xingchen, could not help but stare out in a daze, so 

young …… 

How could a person so young possess such a terrifying body hand? 

The four of them looked at each other and all felt incredulous. However, what they saw with their own 

eyes would not deceive their eyes, and this was what shocked the four the most. 

“Boss Yi, they say that our old Chinese ancestors have mysterious experts, this young man couldn’t be 

that kind of expert, could he?” Yao Zhi Key was the youngest and the most curious. 

“It could be. ……” Yi Xingchen nodded slightly. 

“Boss, otherwise, why don’t we just end our mercenary business abroad and stay in China, maybe we 

can even make friends with this expert!” Liu Zejun said with excitement. 

Guo Tao was also somewhat moved and looked at Yi Xingchen expectantly. 

“Let’s talk about it ……” Yi Xingchen shook his head slightly, foreign business is not something that can 

be put down just by saying so, besides, whether this young expert is willing to make friends with them 

or not, it’s not easy to say yet. 

Coming to the room where the hostage set was before, Ji Feng was just about to enter, but he was 

suddenly pointed at by a man with a gun: “Stop, what are you and why are you here?” 

Ji Feng gave him a surprised look, “Where did you get the gun?” 

“It’s none of your business, tell me, who are you and how did you get here!” The man wore glasses and 

was about as much of a S’porean as you can get, and at this moment, even though he was holding a gun, 

he was shaking slightly in fear. 

“Yes, say who you are and how you came to be here!” The others followed suit, and each one looked at 

him warily. 

Ji Feng suddenly realized that he felt that these people were scared by the bandits, and he couldn’t help 

but laugh dumbly and said, “Don’t you know? The bandits here have all been put down by a few heroes 

over there, I just came to inform you that the police will be here soon, and they told us to just wait 

here!” 

“Why should we believe you?!” The one with glasses was still very skeptical. 



Ji Feng smiled faintly and instantly had an idea in mind, “Right, that hero told me that if anyone doesn’t 

believe me, let me ask everyone, the woman who was almost molested by the bandits before, do you 

remember who saved you?” 

Swish! 

All eyes were set on a woman who, herself, was blushing and shy as she asked, “You, did that hero tell 

you to come?” 

“Yes!” Ji Feng nodded his head as a matter of course. 

The crowd instantly believed Ji Feng’s words, and the man with glasses said embarrassedly, “Sorry little 

brother, I thought you were a bandit ……” 

Ji Feng laughed: “It’s okay, it’s okay, everyone just wait here, the police will be here soon.” 

“Great, great ……” Everyone breathed a sigh of relief and cheered in low voices. 

Ji Feng also could not help but smile slightly, casually took out a cigarette from his pocket and lit it, 

slowly smoked it, to be able to see the smiles of these people, Ji Feng felt that his previous adventure, 

not in vain, always somewhat useful. 

Suddenly, Ji Feng felt two eyes falling on him, he was instantly alerted and turned his head, only to see a 

beautiful woman, staring at herself, her eyes showing a thoughtful look. 

Ji Feng turned his head away without a trace, but his heart was a little cautious, did this woman realize 

something? 

Before coming, Ji Feng had already changed his jacket, and the mask was also taken off, according to 

reason, others should not be able to see anything to …… sound?! 

Ji Feng suddenly realized that his voice hadn’t changed! 

He immediately stopped talking, apparently the woman was feeling that her voice was somewhat 

familiar, but might not think it was herself, it was best not to speak now. 

The woman looked at Ji Feng twice more before she looked away, as to whether she had discovered 

something, only he would know! 

A few moments later, the sound of intensive footsteps outside penetrated, and a large number of police 

officers rushed in. As soon as these people saw the police officers, they became excited, and some even 

screamed in a direct and shrill voice, the feeling of being alive after a robbery, which those who had not 

experienced it, really could not appreciate. 

Ji Feng was also taken as a hostage by the police and sent out together. In the process of going 

downstairs, he gave a message to Li Ruonan, telling her that he would wait for her at the parking place. 

A few minutes later, Ji Feng saw Li RuoNan, this valiant female traffic police, but at this time is the eyes 

of tears shining, see Ji Feng, she immediately jumped up, tightly wrapped around Ji Feng’s waist. 

Ji Feng froze …… 



  

Chapter 382 

Feeling the warmth and softness of his arms, Ji Feng froze in his tracks. (_) 

After a long time, Ji Feng couldn’t help but stammer and ask: “Li, Li big traffic cop, you’re not so scared 

like this, are you?” 

“Screw you!” 

Li Ruonan couldn’t help but break into laughter, and only then did she realize that she was still lying in Ji 

Feng’s arms, and hurriedly took two steps back, her pretty face flushed red, and would not dare to look 

into Ji Feng’s eyes. 

Seeing this delicate expression on her face, Ji Feng was stunned, knowing that when he saw Li Ruo Nan 

in the past, she had shown a hot temper and a valiant appearance, but now she was showing the 

delicate attitude of a daughter, which made Ji Feng freeze for a while. 

The fact that Li Ruonan was being gazed at by Ji Feng was even more shy, and her heart felt like a deer in 

the head, so she lowered her head even more, not even daring to look up. 

The shy look of Li RuoNan was simply delicate, her pretty face was red, even up to her ears, even her 

snow-white neck was scarlet, the whole person was simply a charming fashionable girl, where was there 

any semblance of a hot and fiery feeling? 

“Ahem ……” 

The two people just so froze for a few minutes, Ji Feng just counted to react, immediately dry cough, Gu 

Zuo said: “That …… Li big traffic police, this time the action you also have merit, back I will talk to 

Director Zheng, then you can be transferred back to the criminal police! ” 

“Ah?!” 

Only then did Li Ruonan react and couldn’t help but ask in amazement, “You know I want to be 

transferred back to the CID?” 

“Of course I know!” Ji Feng instantly laughed and said, “One of your CID officers, oh, Ding Weijian, he 

once told me that you were originally from the CID, but you were only transferred to the Traffic Police 

because you hurt someone with your hand, in fact, you always wanted to go back to the CID …… Don’t 

worry, I will help you to say The credit should have been yours!” 

Li Ruonan suddenly blushed slightly and said, “I shot and hurt someone because of him …… because he 

spoke rudely!” 

If it was said that in the past when she brought up the matter of her striking someone, Li Ruo Nan 

wouldn’t feel half as bad at all, but now she didn’t know what was going on, as soon as she heard Ji Feng 

mention this, she immediately felt a little uncomfortable, afraid that Ji Feng would misunderstand that 

she was really a female tyrant, so she scrambled to explain. 



Ji Feng couldn’t help but laugh: “Alright, I know that you are a person with a great sense of justice, and 

you won’t bully others with your power, if the other party wasn’t too much, you wouldn’t have done 

anything.” 

“You know?” Li Ruonan’s heart had some sweet joy and she couldn’t help but ask. 

Ji Feng gave her a surprised look, today’s Li Ruo Nan was acting very wrong ah, but he did not ask more 

questions, but nodded and said, “Of course, you see, from the first time we met, it was me who drove 

against the rules, and after that we did not necessarily get along to call it pleasant, didn’t you likewise 

not make a move? Even you can put up with someone like me, what else can’t you put up with? It must 

be that the other party is too much!” 

Every time he saw Li RuoNan, Ji Feng couldn’t help but want to tease her a bit. If it were those girls with 

bad tempers, I’m afraid they would have already scolded or taken action, but not Li RuoNan. 

What’s more, Li Ruo Nan’s serious work attitude still made Ji Feng respectful. 

A delicate smile suddenly appeared on Li Ruo Nan’s pretty face, but immediately, she hummed again, 

“You’re no good either!” 

“Yes yes!” Ji Feng nodded with a bitter smile, his heart secretly regretted that he was also looking for 

scolding for nothing, why did he pull it on himself for a good reason …… 

“Okay, I have to hurry up and send the car to be repaired, so I won’t talk to you anymore!” Ji Feng 

laughed and pulled open the car door to get in. His BMW x6 crashed all the way over continuously, even 

the bumper was bent in the front, if he drove home like this, Yu Xuan and Lei Lei would have to freak 

out! 

“Hey ……” 

Li Ruonan was stunned and said in a panic, “You, you’re just going to leave?” 

Ji Feng immediately couldn’t help but smile and lost his smile, “What, you’re still managing to eat if I 

don’t leave?” 

Who knew that as soon as he finished speaking, Li Ruo Nan immediately nodded vigorously and said, 

“Yes, dinner is on me, do you give me face?” 

Ji Feng was stunned, and he looked at Li Ruo Nan in surprise, “I say, Li Da Traffic Police, are you alright?” 

“You’re the one who’s not okay!” Li Ruonan said in a good-natured manner. 

“Fine! It’s okay!” Ji Feng was relieved and laughed: “This is the original you, huh …… Well, thank you for 

your kindness, I really have to go, I have to go home and eat dinner with my girlfriend, when I have time, 

I’ll treat you to dinner!” 

Li Ruonan still wanted to say something, but Ji Feng had already gotten into the car, she had to swallow 

the words that came to her mouth back into her stomach, hated and glared at Ji Feng, heart 

exasperated. 



In fact, Ji Feng did not know that this was the first time that Li RuoNan had invited a boy to dinner, and 

he had taken the initiative to invite him to dinner, but he had refused without hesitation. 

Even if he refused, he also chose to refuse in the name of accompanying his girlfriend, even though it 

was true, Li Ruonan was still very upset. 

“Bang!” Ji Feng closed the car door, waved his hand at Li RuoNan and smiled, “Big traffic cop Li, see you 

next time!” 

“No more calling me Big Traffic Cop Li!” Li Ruonan said in a huff, she took a few quick steps to Ji Feng’s 

car door and said in a puff of anger, “Ji Feng, don’t call me that again!” 

“Don’t call you that?” Ji Feng was stunned, then nodded and smiled, “That’s right, you’ll soon be Li Da 

Police ……” 

Before he could finish his words, he saw Li Ruonan change her face, her beautiful eyes misting up. 

“What, what’s wrong?” Ji Feng was surprised, he originally thought that Li RuoNan had returned to 

normal, but now it seems that she is still not right, ah, when did the previous Li RuoNan ever cry? Of 

course, he hadn’t seen Li RuoNan more than a few times. 

“In the future, can you stop calling me Li Da Traffic Police, can’t you call me by my first name?” Li Ruo 

Nan’s shellfish teeth clenched her lips, trying hard not to cry out, but, once she thought that this guy 

was simply flirting with her and was treating her as an outsider, her heart was very uncomfortable, 

although she didn’t know where this discomfort came from, but she just had this feeling. 

Ji Feng instantly panicked a bit, he nodded his head in a panic and said: ”Yes! Good! Can’t I call you by 

your name?” 

“Then you call!” Li Ruonan immediately said, “Scream now!” 

“Scream! I’ll scream!” Ji Feng said with a bitter smile, “Li Ruo Nan, Ruo Nan …… as long as you don’t cry, 

let me call you whatever I want!” 

Ji Feng wasn’t afraid of girls crying, but what he was most afraid of, was the girls around him crying. 

Those who can talk to Ji Feng are basically friends, whether they are men or women, Ji Feng is all heart 

to interact with them. 

However, if it was a girl, Ji Feng would be more attentive, because he knew very well that girls were just 

too delicate, they were already soft enough, so why should they be made to cry? 

“Screaming so disgustingly!” Li Ruonan hummed, but her face eased up a lot, apparently she wasn’t 

disgusted by Ji Feng, “I want to treat you to dinner today, isn’t that okay?” 

Ji Feng thought about it and then nodded, “Okay, for the sake of you being so sincere, I’ll give you that 

face …… However, even if you want to have dinner, you have to wait until I get the car to the repair 

shop, right? Also, it’s only three o’clock, it’s still early for dinner, I still have some things to do in this 

room, I’ll contact you later!” 

Li Ruonan didn’t insist anymore and nodded, “Then it’s a deal, you can’t back out!” 



“You invited me to dinner, why would I renege?” Ji Feng said with a tearful smile, “You’re really strange 

today, you weren’t scared by the bandits just now, were you?” 

“You’re the one who was scared!” Li Ruonan gave him a blank look and hummed, “I’m going to report, if 

you want me to treat you to dinner tonight, take the initiative to contact me!” 

After saying that, she hurriedly turned around and left, not even daring to turn her head back. If she 

hadn’t practiced her calmness as a police officer, she would have been too ashamed to hold up her head 

by now. 

The first thing you need to do is to look at the back of Li Ruo Nan, Ji Feng can’t help but scratch his head 

a little, for girls, he really somehow can’t understand, this change of face play is really a miracle, one 

second is happy smile, the next second immediately become foggy, is really inscrutable. 

A slight shake of the head a smile, Ji Feng also did not go to think more, he then directly moved the car, 

in the navigation device found the BMW 4s shop address, then straight to there. 

The Jardine Building robbery, so it subsided, all the robbers fell, several hostages were killed, which 

caused an uproar in Jiangzhou, but, when people knew that the robbers were actually islanders, 

suddenly the masses of emotions, the spearhead pointed directly at the islanders, the cynics on the 

cursing, ha island one, became a street rat, everyone shouted, while more people, is since the boycott of 

island products …… 

And at the same time, people are more concerned about, is the police at that time, that plainclothes in 

the end who is, he was able to move freely on the eighth floor, even than many people on the flat 

ground are more flexible, this is really an absolute master. 

Incidentally, the public’s goodwill towards the police was rising fast, and the comments on it became 

very positive, which made the leaders and police officers of the Jiangzhou Municipal Bureau all in a good 

mood. 

At this time, Ji Feng received a call from Qin Shujie. 

Chapter 383 

“Ji Feng, thank you!” Just after picking up the phone, Qin Shujie said in a low voice. 

Ji Feng was stunned and said, “Thank me for what?” 

“Thank you for preserving my company and that batch of jadeite, otherwise, I would have had to bleed 

out!” Qin Shujie’s voice was more than a little emotional. 

Ji Feng immediately shook his head and laughed: “Sister Qin, you’re thanking the wrong person, I was 

just there to watch the action for a while, I didn’t do anything!” 

“Is that so?” 

Qin Shujie couldn’t help but smile sweetly, “Little fellow, you’re still lying to me? I know everything, oh!” 

“Sh, know everything?” Ji Feng couldn’t help but feel a little vain, did she know about her accidentally 

seeing her body after she was drunk? 



He hurriedly took a few deep breaths and couldn’t help but ask, “Qin, Sister Qin, what do you know 

about all of it?” 

“I know that you are the so-called plainclothes policeman, the one wearing the black mask!” Qin Shujie 

hummed, “What, you still want to lie to me even now? Can’t you even trust me anymore?” 

Qin Shujie’s heart couldn’t help but feel a little lost, Ji Feng was unwilling to tell her, which was 

undoubtedly not daring to fully trust her. In fact, Qin Shujie really just knew that the so-called 

plainclothes policeman was Ji Feng! 

After receiving Ji Feng’s call, Qin Shujie immediately rushed to the company, but because she had been 

drinking, she did not dare to drive, so she had to go out of the villa area and take a taxi on the road 

before coming here, which delayed her a lot. 

When she arrived at the scene, the police had already rescued all the hostages, so she didn’t see the 

thrilling scene in time. 

But that didn’t stop her from knowing from the other onlookers how dangerous it was. It wasn’t a 

movie, it was a real hail of bullets, and the thumping of the gunshots was simply mind-blowing. 

Especially the man who wore a mask and could not see his face clearly was described by those onlookers 

as a great hero in general and praised by the crowd. 

Qin Shujie also learnt from the police that that man was their plainclothes policeman, and it was he who 

had saved Qin Shujie’s Shu Yao Jewellery Company from those bandits opening the safe, although a few 

employees had died, but it was extremely helpless because those bandits had already started killing 

people before the police arrived! 

Qin Shujie did believe those policemen at first, thinking that the man was a plainclothes policeman, 

however, when those policemen cleared the scene and took out a jacket covered with bullet holes from 

the corridor, Qin Shujie’s heart immediately went up high. 

And immediately afterwards, a policeman casually said, “Look, this is the jacket worn by our comrade, 

it’s covered with bullet holes …… If it wasn’t for him, the damage today would definitely be very great, 

we should all thank him!” 

Hearing these words, Qin Shujie was immediately stunned, she knew better than anyone that this 

jacket, was Ji Feng’s jacket! 

Because just two hours ago, Ji Feng was wearing this jacket and carried her to bed! 

On this jacket, there was still the smell of her perfume, and even, the smell of her body …… How could 

she not recognize it? 

So Qin Shujie immediately understood that the so-called masked plainclothes policeman was not real at 

all, he was Ji Feng! 

Although Qin Shujie didn’t know why Ji Feng was so strong that he wasn’t even afraid of bullets, she was 

certain that this jacket was Ji Feng’s. 

And because of this, she immediately called Ji Feng after she took care of things at the police station. 



And, she used an extremely certain tone at the beginning, directly questioning why Ji Feng didn’t tell 

her, only to have Ji Feng speak with a nervousness that unmistakably told her that her guess was not 

wrong at all. 

“You fool, why do you want to take the risk!” When Qin Shujie saw that Ji Feng didn’t say anything, she 

couldn’t help but choke up, she covered her mouth, her charming eyes were all swirling with tears, 

“Although the company is important, but, for me, you, you are just as important!” 

Ji Feng was dumbfounded, he was standing outside the BMW 4s shop with his mobile phone, but he 

didn’t know what to say. Qin Shujie instantly guessed that it was him, and was so sure, and now she was 

actually …… crying? 

“Sister Qin, how do you ……” Ji Feng laughed bitterly, “I also just happened to be at the right time, and 

happened to be a bit of a handful, so this is why I helped the police do something, there is really 

nothing, look, am I not fine now? Otherwise, how else would I have called you!” 

Qin Shujie sighed lightly and stabilized her emotions before she said slightly shyly, “Ji Feng, I got a little 

excited just now, I already know about this matter, since you want to hide it, then I won’t tell anyone, I 

just want to say that I really appreciate you!” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but smile slightly and said, “There’s no need for polite words, as long as you don’t 

blame me.” 

“Blame you? Blame you for what ……” Qin Shujie couldn’t help but be a little surprised, but soon she 

reacted and asked in a low voice: “Ji Feng, are you talking about my big brother’s matter?” 

“That’s right! I think ……” Ji Feng was a little hesitant at first, after all, with Qin Shujie in between, he 

really didn’t handle Qin Yujie’s matter very well, if he really laid a heavy hand and let Qin Yujie down, 

Qin Shujie would inevitably be a little uncomfortable, but since meeting Qin Yujie’s wife Fan Lianggui at 

lunch, Ji Feng no longer There were no more such worries. 

What kind of good person would a person who would even scheme against his own sister be? 

Since Qin Yujie and his wife didn’t care about Qin Shujie’s feelings, what else did he have to worry 

about? 

However, before dealing with Qin Yujie, Ji Feng had to let Qin Shujie know first. 

“Forget it, I’ve stopped thinking about him!” Qin Shujie faintly shook her head and softly said, “Ji Feng, 

you may not know, this big brother of mine, from childhood …… just, don’t talk about this, you follow 

the normal procedure to deal with this matter, I’ll just pretend that there is no more him as a big 

brother, you don’t have to worry about me, really! ” 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “That I’m relieved.” 

“Ji Feng ……” 

Qin Shujie suddenly whispered, “Your good …… I know!” 

As soon as the words were finished, she immediately hung up the phone. 



On this side, Ji Feng was once again dumbfounded. 

“What the hell is going on today?” Standing in front of the BMW 4s shop, Ji Feng could not help but 

scratch his head slightly, today no matter if it was Li RuoNan or Qin ShuJie, the words they said were so 

strange, it was really hard for him to understand. 

The reason why he went to Yihe Building to help deal with the robbers was because he heard the words 

“Shuyao Jewelry Company” first and realized that it was Qin Shujie’s company, so he decided to help. 

However, Li Ruonan, that female tyrant, would even cry? 

“Can’t figure it out!” Ji Feng shook his head vigorously and could only enter the 4s shop helplessly. 

When the receptionist at the 4s shop saw Ji Feng’s car, he was wide-eyed. They had seen many cars that 

had been in accidents or crashed into large trees, but it was the first time they had seen a car that could 

crash so badly. 

The receptionist looked at the calm Ji Feng and couldn’t help but secretly mutter, this guy couldn’t have 

driven his car into a tank, could he? 

Or did he feel depressed and deliberately crashed into the mountain? 

Ji Feng didn’t care what others thought, what he wanted to do now was to relax a little bit. Although he 

had already undergone countless simulations in the Jardine House training system, this was the first 

time he had ever been in a real operation. 

After being nervous, the best way to adjust is to relax completely. 

So Ji Feng stopped thinking about other issues and just registered and drove the car provided by the 4s 

shop and prepared to return to his villa. 

But not long after he left the 4s shop, Ji Shaolei’s phone call came: “San’er, have you taken the wrong 

medicine?” 

Hearing Ji Shaolei’s angry roar, Ji Feng couldn’t help but smile bitterly, he knew that second brother 

would definitely call this number, after all, the car’s account name and registration information all 

belonged to Ji Shaolei. 

“Second brother, no need to be angry, it’s just a little accident.” Ji Feng smiled. 

“A small, small accident?” Once Ji Shaolei heard this, he almost didn’t choke on his own saliva as he 

gritted his teeth and said, “You call that a small accident? Do you know how many cars you’ve wrecked 

today? More than forty cars!” 

“More than forty? Are there that many?” Ji Feng was stunned, he only remembered that he had crashed 

over at most twenty cars along the way, right? How did it become more than forty cars now? 

“San’er, people’s traffic police have shown me the video, can there still be a mistake?” Ji Shaolei gritted 

his teeth and said, “You kid is really too ruthless, just ramming all the way through, do you think you are 

driving a tank or a bumper car?” 



Ji Feng laughed: “Second brother, there was a bit of an emergency, so I was in a hurry and just crashed 

over like that, hehe ……” 

“Humph! Of course I know it was an emergency, Chief Zheng has already called your second uncle here, 

otherwise, you think you kid can still be safe and sound over there? You would have been locked up long 

ago!” Ji Shaolei grunted, “You brat is ruthless, this time, the compensation alone will cost at least a 

hundred thousand ……” 

“So much?” Ji Feng gritted his teeth a little, a hundred thousand …… are enough to buy a nice car. 

“Not much, old brother, forget it, let’s not talk about it, a hundred thousand or so brother can still get it 

out.” Ji Shaolei’s tone finally regained its calmness, apparently his anger subsided, “By the way, your 

second uncle praised you, well done!” 

“Where where, it’s all because second uncle usually teaches well.” Ji Feng immediately harrumphed. 

“Alright, don’t patronize him, he asked you to come to the house this weekend, by the way, Hong Gu’s 

husband is also coming …… that’s all!” Ji Shaolei finished and hung up the phone straight away. 

Listening to the busy tone coming from the phone, Ji Feng couldn’t help but smile bitterly, this did a 

good deed for a good man, but also dragged the second brother to lose more than 100,000. 

However, knowing that Ji Yinhong’s husband had also come, Ji Feng then slapped his head, he had 

previously agreed to come together, but he and his second brother had come first, it was really …… 

The first thing you need to do is to go and visit your second uncle, he deliberated for a while and 

decided that this time, he would take Yu Xuan and Lei Lei with him, if even the second uncle could not 

pass this hurdle, there is even less to say about father. 

He immediately dialed Xiao Yuxuan’s phone number, but what he heard was a loud noise: “Stinky b*tch, 

do you not want to pay for it?” 

  

Chapter 384 

Just hearing the voice coming from the phone, Ji Feng instantly frowned, Xiao Yuxuan seemed to have 

an argument with someone else? Moreover, the tone of the other party’s voice was very bad. 

“Yu Xuan, what happened on your side?” Ji Feng asked at once. 

There was another noise over there, and only after a moment did Xiao Yuxuan speak, “Ji Feng, Lei Lei 

and I were about to go to Jiangnan Fishing Village to ask for a list of compensation, but as a result, an old 

lady fell in front of our car on the road, and Lei Lei and I kindly helped her, but as a result, two men who 

claimed to be the old lady’s sons, said that we had bumped the old lady and wanted compensation ……” 

Bumping into a porcelain! 

This word immediately came to Ji Feng’s mind, and he immediately said, “Where are you guys, I’m 

rushing over there right now!” 



“It’s at that crossroads not too far from Jiangnan Fishing Village ……” Xiao Yuxuan immediately reported 

the address to Ji Feng. 

“You guys first tell that old lady’s son that I’ll be here soon to compensate, and tell them to wait!” Ji 

Feng hummed and hung up the phone straight away. 

Although Ji Feng rarely dealt with these jianghu runners, he was more or less aware of these jianghu 

practices of cheating. 

If what Xiao Yuxuan said was true, then it was obvious that she and Lei Lei had met a porcelain bumper 

today. 

The so-called porcelain, originally a term in the antique industry, that means that many vendors’ bosses, 

will put those easily broken or broken porcelain, deliberately placed in places where others can easily 

touch, once touched by others, immediately ask others to compensate. 

And some other trades that deliberately make the other party compensate after damaging something 

are also known as touching porcelain. 

Ji Feng secretly guessed that the old lady’s sons should belong to the category of professional porcelain 

bumper, otherwise, the old lady just fell down, and it was her two sons who didn’t show up early and 

didn’t show up late, just waiting for Xiao Yuxuan and Tong Lei to help the old lady, which is obviously 

professional porcelain bumper, that is, people who often practice deception. 

“I’d like to see how they bang porcelain!” Ji Feng immediately started the car, put it in gear, slammed on 

the accelerator and roared away. 

…… 

In the university city, at an intersection not far from the Jiangnan Fisherman’s Village Hotel, a group of 

people were crowding around. 

Xiao Yuxuan’s red Volvo, parked right in the middle of the road, since the other party claimed that she 

had knocked the old man down, then this was the scene of a traffic accident, and the car naturally could 

not be moved. 

However, what made Xiao Yuxuan and Tong Lei feel most furious was the old lady who was still sitting 

on the ground. 

“Old man, say something in your conscience, did we touch you or not!” Although Xiao Yuxuan was 

extremely angry in her heart, she could not afford to be cold-hearted towards that old lady, after all, she 

was already white and old, “You fell on the ground, my sister and I kindly tried to help you up, but your 

son came and said that we knocked you down, come and tell them whether there is such a thing or 

not!” 

The old lady, however, was talking out of turn and said tremulously, “I don’t know, I’m old and my 

memory is not good, and my eyes are not good either. I only remember that something hit me and then 

I fell down, and immediately afterwards you two little girls came to help me!” 

The two fierce-looking men next to her sneered, and one of them, a slightly older middle-aged man, 

exclaimed, “What else do you have to say? Even my mother has said that something touched her, and 



now she has fallen in front of your car, and we two brothers saw your car knock my mother over with 

our own eyes, and you still want to deny it?” 

The other man snorted coldly, then hurriedly knelt down and asked with a concerned face, “Mother, are 

you all right? Do you feel uncomfortable anywhere?” 

“Aigoo!” 

As soon as she heard her son ask about her body, the old lady immediately trailed off and moaned as if 

she was in extreme pain, she held her waist with one hand, “I just feel that this pain in my back is so 

bad, it might be broken, aigoo” 

“You ……” Xiao Yuxuan was so angry that she couldn’t speak, and finally could only grunt hatefully, no 

longer bothering about those two brothers and the old lady who bit back at her. 

“Sister Yu Xuan, it’s better not to theorize with them yet, let’s wait for Ji Feng to come!” Naturally, Tong 

Lei could also see that something was wrong, but she herself was not good at debating with Don’t Heat, 

so she could only wait for Ji Feng to come. 

“Forget it, don’t let Ji Feng follow the annoyance again ……” Xiao Yuxuan shook her head helplessly, of 

course she knew that these few people were likely to be bumper stickers as well, but this was like a 

showman encountering a soldier, really justified, so Xiao Yuxuan did not intend to go on. 

She shook her head and said, “Forget it, I’m not going to theorize with you guys, although I didn’t hit the 

person, but for the sake of your hard work, I have 500 yuan here, even if it’s your performance fee, take 

the money and hurry up and go!” 

Next to her, Tong Lei immediately pulled Xiao Yuxuan’s clothes and hurriedly whispered, “Sister Yuxuan, 

it’s better to wait for Ji Feng to come, these people are not easy to mess with, don’t theorize with 

them!” 

“Humph! You still want to theorise?” The old lady’s eldest son said angrily, “Everyone come to judge, 

these two women dare to hit people casually because they are rich, rich, rich is great? We don’t want 

money, we want you to take my mother to the hospital for a check-up!” 

“Yes, that’s right!” The old lady’s second son also said angrily, “Is it a big deal to be rich? I tell you, 

whether you have money or not is your business, what we care about is my mother’s health, take my 

mother to the hospital for a check-up immediately!” 

Xiao Yuxuan’s eyebrows knitted together and she said, “Don’t go too far, I’m not willing to continue to 

argue with you because I’m in a hurry, if you still take an inch, don’t blame me for calling the police 

directly.” 

“Hey! She still wants to call the police?” The old lady’s second son was full of anger, and as he turned 

around, he said to the onlookers, “Tell me, she actually wants to call the police, is there any king’s law or 

heaven’s justice?” 

As he spoke, his face was full of aggression, as if what had fallen on him was an ancient injustice. 



However, the onlookers also believed it, after all, these days there are not knowing how many cases of 

rich people driving wildly on the street and running over people to death, and even, some have not even 

run people over, but ended up directly getting out of the car and stabbing them to death with a knife! 

All of a sudden, the crowd was talking, and many of them put the fault directly on Xiao Yuxuan and Tong 

Lei. 

“These two women look so pretty, but they turned out to be two women with hearts like snakes and 

scorpions, how abominable!” 

“Yes, thinking they have two stinking dollars, they dare to hit people casually, there’s simply no justice!” 

“If you ask me, people like that should simply be dragged off to jail, or just have all their money 

confiscated, so they know what it’s really like to be bullied!” 

…… 

The crowd of onlookers suddenly murmured, looking at Xiao Yuxuan and Tong Lei with a strong look of 

contempt in their gazes. 

However, there were some people who were more sober and couldn’t help but ask, “I say, big brother, 

talking about responsibility and money is secondary now, since you guys are so concerned about the old 

lady, why don’t you hurry up and take him to the hospital? Why are you still dawdling here?” 

The old lady and her two sons choked at the same time, but the three of them had obviously 

experienced such scenes often, and the eldest son reacted immediately and said loudly, “How can we 

send her to the hospital? We came from the countryside to work in the city, and since the old lady is old, 

we wanted to bring her to the city to see the outside world, but we didn’t think …… we could afford to 

send her to the hospital!” 

Looking at his honest look, and then looking at the old lady’s painful appearance, the others suddenly 

became even more disdainful of Xiao Yuxuan and Tong Lei, and could not help but scold them in low 

voices. 

And at this time, a voice suddenly came from the crowd: “I say, don’t you guys still want money after 

all? It seems that you guys are the ones who dislike the small amount you gave before …… How much do 

you plan to ask for?” 

Everyone was stunned to hear this voice, this person had such a big mouth, and from the sound of it, it 

seemed to have some bad tone na! 

Xiao Yuxuan and Tong Lei, however, had a happy face, the two women looked at each other and both 

smiled sweetly, “Ji Feng is here!” 

The BMW 4S shop he was at before was not very far from here, and it was only a twenty-minute drive. 

He had been here for a few minutes and had just been watching things unfold, seeing that both Xiao 

Yuxuan and Tong Lei couldn’t handle it anymore, this this was when he walked out. 

It’s not that Ji Feng wanted to play high profile, but he wanted to see how Xiao Yuxuan and Tong Lei 

would handle this matter. 



The result was not bad, Xiao Yuxuan and Tong Lei neither looked at a loss for words nor were they as 

arrogant as the rich, and Ji Feng became even more fond of the two girls in his heart. 

When the old lady and her two sons heard this, they were not happy. The eldest son snorted coldly and 

said, “We are not asking for money, we are asking for my mother’s medical treatment! If you hit 

someone, you should be responsible for the treatment!” 

The second son, however, asked in an unpleasant tone, “Kid, who are you? You’re not looking at these 

two pussies and want to be a hero to save them, are you?” 

Ji Feng gave him a cold look and hummed, “If I were you, I would keep my mouth shut, in case trouble 

comes out of it later!” 

“You ……” The second son was instantly angry and just wanted to speak, but he saw that Ji Feng had 

already turned around and walked towards Xiao Yuxuan and Tong Lei. 

“In the future, when dealing with such people, there is no need to be polite with them at all, just drive 

away directly.” Ji Feng looked at Xiao Yuxuan and Tong Lei, who were full of joy, and couldn’t help but 

laugh. 

“Kid, you’ve come to pick a fight on purpose, right? Oh I see, so the three of you are in cahoots, you city 

people have joined together to bully us country people!” The eldest son, however, shouted out loud, 

“What, isn’t there a place to reason in the city?” 

“Of course there is a place to reason, but it’s not for people like you to reason!” Ji Feng coldly snorted, 

“Say, how much money do you want, oh, it’s the money for your mother’s treatment, how much do you 

want?” 

Chapter 385 

“Hmph!” 

The two middle-aged men saw that Ji Feng had relented, thinking that he was one of those arrogant rich 

people’s children, a second generation ancestor who took money for granted, and at once a hint of joy 

appeared in both of their eyes. 

The eldest son immediately said, “My mother’s old, touched this, at least a comprehensive examination, 

if there are any other problems, it is not even easy to say, so, I will not blackmail you, you give 50,000, 

no matter what problems my mother has in the future, I will not look for you again!” 

“Oh ……” Ji Feng instantly laughed, “50,000 is no problem, however, this is based on the premise that 

your mother is physically ill, if she is fine and can stand up and live on her own, you are clearly 

blackmailing people! ” 

“Nonsense!” 

The old lady’s second son said angrily, “How could we blackmail you? If you don’t pay up, take my 

mother to the hospital for a full examination, or else I’ll sue you even if I have to go to Yanjing!” 

“Young man, it’s good to be rich, but don’t be rampant, your friend hit my mother, naturally he should 

be responsible!” The old lady’s eldest son interjected. 



Ji Feng looked at these two men who claimed to be the old lady’s sons, one sang the white face and the 

other sang the red face, they were really quite skillful in cooperating. 

“Kid, are you going to pay for it or not!” The old lady’s second son saw Ji Feng’s comfortable 

appearance, and he became angry in his heart, we are touching porcelain, big brother, would it kill you 

to cooperate at least a little? 

“Pay up, of course I’ll pay up!” Ji Feng grunted twice and said, “Or as I just said, if your mother was really 

injured by my friend, I will pay you as much as you want, but if there is no damage to her body, then it 

means you are blackmailing people!” 

As soon as they heard this, the two middle-aged men laughed coldly in their hearts, the old lady had 

been specially trained, and before they came out, they had already pinched the old lady’s waist a few 

times, it was already bruised now, even if they lifted the clothes to check, there would definitely not be 

any problem! 

“No problem, just do as you say!” The old lady’s second son grunted. 

The others couldn’t help but murmur, wondering whether this young man was stupid or had his mind 

made up, how could he make such a promise. 

Some people also stared curiously at Ji Feng, wanting to see what he would actually do. 

Xiao Yuxuan and Tong Lei were a little worried at the same time, although they both knew that Ji Feng 

was a stable person, but now they were facing two scoundrel-like characters, those usual manners and 

politeness would have no effect on this scoundrel at all! 

“Ji Feng, be careful.” Xiao Yuxuan said softly, while in her heart she was blaming herself, why did she 

have nothing to do with being that nice person and had to help the old lady, otherwise, the car would 

have taken a direct detour and left, and nothing would have happened. 

Tong Lei was also worried. There is a saying that a gentleman can be deceived by a square, but a villain is 

unguardable! 

The two sons of the old lady were obviously among the villains, and they were also scoundrels who 

often rolled around in the jungle, if they were to get entangled with them, it would certainly be very 

troublesome. 

Ji Feng smiled, gave Xiao Yuxuan and Tong Lei a reassuring look, and then walked over with big steps, 

squatted down in front of the old lady, and laughed: “Old man, you are so old, you have to be 

conscientious, it’s nothing for me to give you some money, it’s right to respect the old and love the 

young, but it’s a bit wrong for you to come to touch the porcelain like this, right?” 

The old lady’s eyes suddenly panicked a little, and said involuntarily, “Little, young man, what you are 

saying I do not understand, I, my back pain is very strong ……” 

“Okay!” 

Ji Feng nodded and laughed, “Since your back hurts so much, you must not be able to get up, right?” 



“Yes, yes!” The old lady nodded her head in a hurry and said, “I’m in so much pain, how can I still get up, 

young man, you’re amusing this old lady of mine!” 

“Not amusing you, huh …… I certainly won’t amuse you!” Ji Feng hummed with a smirk as he reached 

out to hold the old lady’s arm, “Old man, hurry up and get up and go home, don’t get involved with 

these people again ……” 

“Kid, what are you doing?!” Once they saw that Ji Feng was actually trying to help the old lady up, her 

two sons became furious and hurriedly roared. 

“Young man, what the hell are you doing, my body is in pain, don’t you touch me!” The old lady also 

screamed. 

Ji Feng laughed, “You’re in pain? Since that’s the case, then I can let go of my hand.” 

As soon as he finished his words, he immediately let go of his hand. 

“Kid, do you want to kill my mother?” The old lady’s second son said angrily. 

Ji Feng waved his hand and laughed, “Of course not, I just wanted to help him up because your mother’s 

body wasn’t injured at all!” 

“Nonsense ……,” the old lady’s second son was furious. 

However, before he could finish his words, he suddenly froze. 

Only to see the old lady suddenly let out an ouch and stood up from the ground at once, looking down 

at the ground in a panic and spinning in place, constantly looking for something, as if something had 

stabbed her there. 

But immediately, she reacted and immediately froze. 

Everyone was frozen, they couldn’t have imagined that just two minutes ago she was in pain, saying that 

her back hurt so badly that she couldn’t stand up at all, but the next moment she jumped up by herself 

in one go, which was really …… 

This is the first time if everyone instantly understood that this old lady and her two sons are porcelain, 

those who are onlookers suddenly revealed a look of contempt, have whispered, pointing at the old lady 

and her two sons, full of anger. 

The old lady, however, was frozen! 

The old lady’s two ‘dutiful’ sons, in particular, were filled with disbelief, but in a flash, their faces 

revealed their anger. 

“Mother,” the eldest son said through gritted teeth, “why are you ‘up’!” 

The second son was also glaring, looking at the old lady with an unkind face, as if he wanted to eat her 

alive, his gaze extremely frightening. 

The old lady was almost shaking with fear, but she didn’t know how to answer. In fact, she had been 

doing what her two sons had said, but just now, not knowing what happened, she suddenly felt a violent 



numbness under her body and her whole body just involuntarily stood up, as if something was biting her 

on the ground! 

Where did she know that the moment Ji Feng helped her, he had already inputted bio-current into her 

body, and even swam around her waist, and found nothing different, and even eliminated all the bruises 

that were pinched on her waist, and at this time, even if she lifted her clothes to see, she absolutely 

couldn’t find anything different! 

“Oh, since the old lady is so alive and kicking, it’s all right ……” Ji Feng hummed twice, “You two filial 

sons, hurry up and take your mother to see the outside world. ” 

With that, Ji Feng shook his head and smiled as he walked towards Xiao Yuxuan and Tong Lei. 

“Wait!” When the old lady’s two sons saw that Ji Feng was leaving, they became anxious, this was a big 

fat sheep, just like that …… they immediately took two quick steps and stopped in front of Ji Feng, “Kid, 

you want to leave after bumping into someone?” 

“There’s no point in talking about this now ……” Ji Feng said indifferently, “Get out of the way, don’t get 

yourself into trouble!” 

After experiencing so many things in one day today, Ji Feng had long been a bit tired, while his patience 

was also almost exhausted. Especially after seeing those islanders killing people at will in Jardine House, 

the anger in his heart had been impossible to dispel, and if he didn’t have a good connotation, he 

wouldn’t be willing to talk so much nonsense with these two guys! 

The two guys were flustered by Ji Feng’s ice-cold eyes, but when they saw that there were two people 

on their side while Ji Feng was only one, they came back to their senses. 

The old lady’s second son said angrily, “F*ck you!” 

He threw a fierce punch, and Ji Feng’s eyes suddenly went cold, his right leg suddenly bent and raised it 

so violently that his knee hit the small of his opponent’s abdomen heavily. 

Bang! 

The old lady’s second son let out a stifled cry and was sent flying three or four metres away, rolling on 

the ground in an unbearable mess. 

The other eldest son was immediately startled, and his eyes changed when he looked at Ji Feng: “You, 

you …… wait, someone will come to clean you up right away!” 

He immediately took out his phone and hurriedly dialed a number, and when he got through, he 

immediately fawned and said, “Brother Lai, it’s little brother me, there’s a guy right near your shop 

who’s playing hard to get with me …… Yeah, yeah, what? You’re serving Brother Biao …… Biao is coming 

this way? That’s great!” 

After hanging up the phone, the old lady’s eldest son was instantly smug, he sneered towards Ji Feng, 

“Kid, you’re dead, Brother Biao is coming over, this time, I’ll see how good you are!” 

Ji Feng just smiled faintly, he didn’t have time to be angry with these people and couldn’t help but turn 

around to leave. 



And this is, when the old lady took a look at her second son being injured, she immediately panicked and 

quickly walked over, asking with concern, “Lao Er, Lao Er are you alright?” 

“Get lost!” 

The old lady’s second son let out a stifled cry and struggled to get up from the ground, pushing the old 

lady to the ground with one hand, “If you hadn’t gotten up so suddenly, you old fool, how would I have 

been beaten?!” 

The old lady was already old, and when she was thrown like that, she was so dizzy that she didn’t react 

for a long time and just sat on the ground wiping her tears. 

The onlookers suddenly cursed, these two brothers did not say that they had touched the porcelain, but 

even treated their own mother like this, they were worse than animals! 

The two brothers had been in the process of leaving, but Ji Feng suddenly stopped in his tracks, he coldly 

swept a glance at the two brothers and finally decided to stay. 

He wanted to see what kind of Brother Biao was, how dare he connive at his men to do such a thing! 

  

Chapter 386 

“What an animal, treating your own mother like that, it’s worse than an animal ……” 

“No, this old lady is also really, if it were me, how would not listen to these two beasts, be beaten to 

death, and still care about him …… really asking for trouble!” 

“Ugh! A son can be unfilial, but parents won’t not love their children, and it’s not easy for the elderly 

……” 

The two sons of the old lady left a bad impression on the crowd, not to mention the fact that they let 

the old mother pretend to be dead and hurt her, and even the second one beat her! 

This is really …… 

The Chinese people attach the most importance to filial piety, the sky is big, parents are the biggest. 泡-

书_吧() 

But what have these two bastards done? 

The crowd was so outraged that they wanted to go up and slap these two bastards on the face to sober 

them up. 

However, although the crowd was outraged, none of them went forward to do anything. After all, it’s 

fine to curse and let off steam, but if they did, they would be looking for trouble. After all, no one 

wanted to be the one to take the initiative. 

However, even so, the two sons of the old lady were infuriated by the scolding, and the second one 

glared and scolded fiercely, “You ****s, what are you talking about? Damn it, you think I don’t know 

how to hit people, don’t you?” 



Everyone couldn’t help but be startled, after all, no ordinary citizen would dare to really mess with some 

scoundrel, but in their hearts, they were cursing away. 

Ji Feng looked on with cold eyes and couldn’t help but shake his head slightly, if these two bastards 

hadn’t gone too far, how would Ji Feng bother with such people! 

He turned his head and said, “Yu Xuan, move the car first, it’s always parked in the middle of the road, it 

will affect the traffic.” 

“Mm!” Xiao Yuxuan smiled sweetly and nodded her head. In fact, just now she wanted to move the car 

away, only because the old lady and her two sons were banging on the porcelain, Xiao Yuxuan was 

afraid that she wouldn’t be able to speak clearly then, so she didn’t move the scene, let alone drive the 

car away. 

The eldest son, however, was looking at Xiao Yuxuan’s swaying back, and his throat couldn’t help but 

move and swallow. 

Ji Feng glanced at him coldly and gave a cold snort in his heart. 

“Coming!” 

The old lady’s second son called out at once, while looking in one direction, a look of surprise on his 

face. 

The crowd all looked along with him, only to see a line of about a dozen people, coming this way in a 

great hurry, several of them also wearing the uniforms of security guards, while others were dressed in 

suits, looking very odd. 

“Hey! Brother Biao is here!” The old lady’s eldest son also shouted in surprise, he immediately turned 

his head and looked at Ji Feng smugly, “Kid, Brother Biao is here, I’ll see what else you can do to dare to 

call out to Brother Biao, wait for your death!” 

Ji Feng just smiled lightly and didn’t say anything. 

“Ji Feng ……” Tong Lei and Xiao Yuxuan were both a little worried, after all, there were so many people, 

if there was really a clash, when the time came, Ji Feng would inevitably suffer a loss. 

“Don’t worry, nothing will happen!” Ji Feng patted the two girls’ small hands and laughed. 

He had already seen clearly that the group of people who came, the first one was no other than Brother 

Biao, whom he had met before, and was also the boss behind Jiangnan Fishing Village. Next to Brother 

Biao, followed by the manager of Jiangnan Fishing Village, who else would it be? 

Ji Feng could not help but shake his head slightly, he originally thought that this Brother Biao was still a 

person, but now it seems that it is really difficult to become a climate, just by looking at these few of his 

men, it is evident. 

Even someone like the old lady’s two sons could become his henchmen, so how much more powerful 

could this Biao be? 



Ji Feng no longer had any interest in staying any longer, so he was about to turn around and leave 

together with Xiao Yuxuan and Tong Lei, but was instantly stopped by the old lady’s eldest son. 

“What, kid, you’re scared when you see Brother Biao coming and want to run away?” The old lady’s 

eldest son was full of smugness and arrogance, “Sorry, it’s too late to leave now, just be a good boy and 

wait for Brother Biao to clean you up! Hey! You didn’t take 50,000 when I asked you to before, but now 

that Brother Biao is here, I don’t think you can even solve the problem without 500,000!” 

Ji Feng gave him a cold look and frowned, “You really won’t let me go?” 

“Of course, kid, it’s not that easy to run away!” The boss said smugly. 

“That’s fine!” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head and smile, “Since that’s the case, then I’ll stay, but don’t you 

regret it!” 

“Ha!” That boss instantly sneered, pointed at his nose and asked, “I regret it? Kid, you haven’t taken the 

wrong medicine, have you? How could I possibly regret it!” 

“Then just wait!” Ji Feng no longer paid attention to him, but turned his head to look at Brother Biao 

who had already come to his heels. 

At this time, those people around who were on the sidelines suddenly became worried for Ji Feng, 

people were coming down with more than a dozen people, and they all looked very tough, and some of 

the security guards were holding rubber rollers and other things. 

And Ji Feng was only a young boy, how could he beat them? 

Remembering that they seemed to have cursed those two brutes before, these people were all a bit 

alarmed in their hearts and couldn’t help but take a few steps backwards. 

“Brother Biao, you’re here, I’m really sorry, a little thing has even startled your old man ……” The two 

sons of the old lady immediately ran over quickly and hurriedly greeted Brother Biao with a nod and a 

bow. 

However, Biao only nodded slightly before turning to ask one of the security guards beside him, “Are 

these two your relatives?” 

“Yes, Brother Biao, these two are both my cousins, they were the ones who called me just now, saying 

that they were in trouble!” That security guard said immediately. 

Ji Feng, who was not far away, was dumbfounded as he listened, he thought that the old lady’s two sons 

were directly following Brother Biao, but it turned out that they were just relying on the power of a 

security guard …… 

However, those two people did not have this consciousness, the second immediately said, “Brother 

Biao, it’s that kid and those two pussies who drove and touched my old lady, but didn’t want to pay for 

it and beat people up ……” 

As he spoke, he turned around and pointed at the three Ji Feng not far away. 



Foolish Biao had also seen them at this time, not only him, even the grim and those few security guards 

beside Foolish Biao had likewise seen Ji Feng three, and in a flash, their faces suddenly changed. 

“Brother Biao, this kid is very wild, you must not let him go, he ……” Lao Er was still chattering on, who 

knew that before he finished his words, he suddenly saw Brother Biao’s face change, and immediately 

slapped him fiercely towards himself. 

“Slap!” The sound. 

The old man was immediately slapped on the ground by Brother Biao, and his whole body screamed out 

in misery, and he was immediately confused. 

The boss next to him was also confused, and he asked dumbly, “Biao, Brother Biao, you’re ……” 

“Yes your mother is!” Brother Biao was furious and slapped him again, similarly slapping the boss to the 

ground, hitting him with stars in his eyes and dazed in his head. 

Not only them, but also the surrounding crowd, who were also a bit confused. 

Wasn’t this Brother Biao here to help them? 

How come he was now beating them up instead? 

“Open your eyes and see clearly what kind of trouble you are looking for! This gentleman, even I, Silly 

Biao, have to call him brother when I see him, what are you guys, how dare you look for trouble with 

him, do you think you’ve lived too long?!” Silly Biao glared at him, looking as if he wanted to eat these 

two dogs. 

In fact, Foolish Biao did hate these two bastards to death, how could he not have imagined that the 

person these two guys had messed with was actually Ji Feng! 

What a joke! 

Silly Biao couldn’t wait to get on good terms with Ji Feng, but now they had actually messed with him 

again, wasn’t this rubbing salt into his wounds? 

Although these two guys weren’t Silly Biao’s little brothers, after all, Silly Biao had come and anyone 

could see that he had come to give these two bastards a boost. 

In his heart, he regretted that he was bored and had brought his men here as soon as he heard that 

something was going on. 

This is not like running into a gun! 

But he couldn’t talk to the others about these thoughts, especially these two bastards, and now, even if 

he looked at them, he wanted to kill them, damn them! 

“Take them away, we’ll deal with them when we get back!” Silly Biao snorted coldly, and several security 

guards under him immediately lifted the duo up. By now, these two people were already scared to 

death and their faces were pale. 



Even the stupidest of them realised that the kid they were fighting against was so big that even Brother 

Biao was afraid of him! 

How could they have gotten into trouble with such a person? The two of them were so regretful that 

their intestines turned blue. 

Silly Biao, however, hurriedly came to Ji Feng and said with a bitter smile, “Brother Feng, look at this 

mess, I really don’t know ……” 

“Alright, no need to explain!” Ji Feng waved his hand and said, “Has the list you said yesterday been 

prepared?” 

“Where’s the list, no no!” Silly Biao waved his hand in a panic and said with a bitter smile, “Brother Feng, 

there’s really no need to compensate, those things were all smashed because the people below didn’t 

see eye to eye, they deserved to be smashed, Brother Feng, just forget about it!” 

Ji Feng glanced at him and deliberated for a moment before nodding and said, “That’s fine, consider it a 

favor I owe you, I’ll remember it, see you later!” 

“Brother Feng take care!” Silly Biao immediately nodded and smiled. 
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It was only at this time that the crowd realized that this young man had come from a much bigger 

background, no wonder he dared not to put the other side in his eyes. Many of the young people felt 

their blood boiling, when will they be able to get to this point, where they don’t have to do anything 

themselves, someone will just help them out. 

“Young man, young man!” The old lady, who was almost scared silly, only suddenly reacted at this time 

and came to Ji Feng in a panic, about to kneel down. 

Ji Feng pulled her back and laughed, “Old man, you don’t want to do that, otherwise, if you break your 

knees, maybe I’ll have to pay for the medical expenses.” 

A word made the old lady ashamed, but she couldn’t care so much, she could only beg bitterly, “Young 

man, my old lady is not human, I shouldn’t do such things, please let my two sons go!” 

She kept trying to kneel down, but she was held by Ji Feng, so she couldn’t kneel down. 

Ji Feng would not accept this kneeling from her, making such an old man kneel for himself, that would 

break his life, something Ji Feng could not do. 

“Is your kind of son worth begging for mercy?” Ji Feng asked, frowning. 

“But what else can I do ……,” the old lady asked helplessly. 

Ji Feng was speechless, yes, with such a son, what else could she do? 

For a while, Ji Feng was disillusioned and turned to Silly Biao and said, “Brother Biao, let them go, let’s 

just forget about this today!” 



Although Foolish Biao was reluctant, he did not dare to disrespect Ji Feng, so he immediately nodded 

and said, “Since Brother Feng has spoken, we will let them go!” 

As soon as he waved his hand, a few security guards released the men, and the two bastards 

immediately went limp with fear and hurriedly stumbled to escape. 

“Take your old mothers with you!” Ji Feng’s faint words made the two of them stand still for a moment 

as if they had been cast a stance, “If I find out in the future that you dare to treat your mothers like this 

again, see how I will fix you up!” 

“I don’t dare!” The two were instantly startled and nodded their heads in a panic. 

“Get lost!” Ji Feng snorted coldly. 

The two men hurriedly supported the old lady who thanked them repeatedly and left in a panic. 

“Let’s go too!” Ji Feng smiled at Xiao Yuxuan and Tong Lei. 

“Mm!” The two women nodded their heads. 

Those onlookers, however, murmured and praised that this young man was reasonable and came from 

such a big family, so they didn’t know which girl was lucky enough to follow her. 

However, when they saw Xiao Yuxuan and Tong Lei beside Ji Feng, they instantly understood that only 

such a beautiful and heavenly girl was worthy of being his girlfriend! 

Silly Biao opened his mouth, but in the end he didn’t say anything to stay. He knew his own status, so he 

could get close to Ji Feng if he wanted to, but if he showed too much enthusiasm, it might cause Ji Feng 

to resent him, and then it would be more than worth the loss. 

Xiao Yuxuan and Tong Lei decided to return to school after the matter was settled. Xiao Yuxuan had to 

go back to prepare for class because she had classes the next day. 

As for Tong Lei, she wished to go to the library to read a book. Ji Feng also had an appointment with Li 

Ruo Nan in the evening, so he planned to go to school with the two girls first and soak in the library for a 

while before going to the appointment. 

At the same time, Ji Feng also intended to communicate with Zhang Lei about Qin Yujie’s matter. 

In fact, the impression that Qin Yujie himself left on Ji Feng was not too bad, that is, he received benefits 

from students and helped to do bad things, he was considered an accomplice or an accessory, what 

really made Ji Feng’s impression on him bad was the words of Fan Lianggui. 

This couple, too, were really superb. First, they begged Qin Shujie to help them to intercede with 

themselves, and before the matter was finished, they were planning to tear down the bridge. 

For such a person, Ji Feng will definitely not be soft! 

Xiao Yuxuan and Tong Lei a car, the two of them in Xiao Yuxuan’s red Volvo s4o, Ji Feng drove the 4s 

shop provided that broken car temporary substitute, in the back followed, straight to the school and go. 

When he saw Zhang Lei, Ji Feng realized that the school had not been quiet in the past two days either. 



The two staff members of the General Office plus a director were beaten up and seriously injured at the 

same time, and they were beaten up while drinking with the students, which was too bad an impact. 

What’s more, one of the students they were drinking with had committed a crime, and a felony at that. 

What kind of signal does that give? 

Is there any connection between a school leader and staff member who is drinking with a student who 

has committed a felony? Is there any insider information? 

As a result of not knowing the exact inside information, these idle college students, whose bones were 

rusting, immediately burst into a frenzy of gossip and started discussing the matter on the school’s 

forum, citing countless possibilities and pointing their fingers at the school’s leaders and the student 

who had committed a felony, Wei Qiang. 

As soon as the news was released on the forum, it immediately caused an uproar in the school, with a 

crowd of students, most of whom were gloating and vaguely mocking the school leaders for not doing 

their proper work all day and for being so intent on getting into the money. 

A director of the General Office and a student who had committed a crime were drinking together, what 

does this tell us? 

Anyone who is not too stupid in the head can guess that it is obvious that the student is bribing the 

school leader to help him cover up his crime, which couldn’t be simpler. 

Students who were already unhappy with the school’s leadership or the way it was being managed 

began to sneer and the forums were a hive of activity for a day or two. 

And United University claimed to be focusing on the quality education of students, saying something 

about freedom of speech. As a result, they could not even make an easy decision to close the forum now 

if they wanted to, which made the leaders of the school very annoyed. 

Hearing this, Ji Feng couldn’t help but smile slightly, “It seems that the eyes of the masses are the ones 

that are shining!” 

Zhang Lei laughed heatedly, “This time, the school leaders are going to be anxious!” 

After a pause, he asked, “How do you plan to handle the matter of Qin Yujie? How’s the talk with his 

wife going?” 

“Not great!” Ji Feng bristled and told the story of what happened at the cafe at lunchtime. 

“Holy shit!” 

Zhang Lei immediately widened his eyes and laughed: “This kind of extreme, this is really the first time 

I’ve seen it, boy, this crossed the river and demolished the bridge …… is also a little too early, right? They 

have not even crossed the river yet, and they dare to start tearing down the bridge, they are not afraid 

of being drowned, ah?” 

“So yeah, they’re going to drown soon!” 



Ji Feng smiled, “Lei Zi, don’t think too much about this matter, just follow the normal procedure, 

whatever the crime should be is the crime, we can’t care that much!” 

“Got it!” Zhang Lei faintly nodded his head. 

In fact, the only thing he and Ji Feng could do was to decide whether or not to pursue Qin Yujie’s 

responsibility, if they did, then the police would start investigating, and when they informed the school, 

the school administration would definitely investigate thoroughly as well, and the real problem would 

come out. 

If they don’t pursue the matter, maybe Qin Yujie will use some tricks or operate a little, and the matter 

will be covered up. As for how exactly Qin Yujie would be dealt with after they went straight after him, 

that was not a question he and Ji Feng could decide. 

Although their identities allowed them to easily influence the outcome of this matter, neither of the two 

of them had any thoughts of using their identities to do such things. 

“What about Wei Chuanling?” Zhang Lei asked again, “He was released back this morning, but I heard 

from Zhou Li of the escort team that he had seen him in the morning, what do you plan to do with him?” 

“So soon?” Ji Feng was stunned. 

“Can it not be fast!” Zhang Lei grunted, “This guy didn’t do anything illegal, at most he’s just assisting in 

the investigation, after the investigation, he’ll be released back!” 

“This kid is also clean enough, actually did not do anything bad ……” Zhang Lei could not help but grunt. 

The actual fact is that you can’t be sure that you’re going to be able to get a good deal on your own. It’s 

just that he’s smart enough to never charge ahead, so even if he’s caught, it’s hard for you to do 

anything about him!” 

“Humph!” 

Zhang Lei grunted disdainfully, “That’s because we’re more decent, dammit! If this kid falls into the 

hands of other gentry, they don’t care about the law or not, by then this kid will have to shed his skin 

even if he doesn’t die!” 

Ji Feng smiled faintly, but his heart agreed with Zhang Lei’s words, he and Zhang Lei had never used their 

status to do anything inappropriate, but the other gentry were very different. 

Even the second brother, Ji Shaolei, who was already considered more restrained, wasn’t he also a small 

bully back in Yanjing? 

“Let’s see how the school intends to handle it first, after all, Zhao Kai’s hands still hold the footage that 

was taken at the beginning. However, this can not be handed over in a hurry first, the police will 

certainly inform the school of what happened, with Wei Chuanling’s behavior, at least the vice president 

of the student council is not going to be able to do ……” Ji Feng mused, “If the school does not handle it 

appropriately, we will do it again when the time comes plan.” 

Zhang Lei then nodded, this was undoubtedly the most appropriate. 



“Right, madman, I have another question ……,” Zhang Lei’s face became more or less odd. 

“What kind of question?” Ji Feng was stunned, “Why so squirmy, just say what you have to say!” 

“Do you still remember the day when Warmth came to perform at our school?” Zhang Lei’s face was 

odd as he asked, “Do you still remember that day when you once beat up a person called Tong Yuyang 

on your way to school?” 

“Tong Yuyang?” 

Ji Feng frowned slightly and thought carefully for a while, then suddenly raised his eyebrows, “There was 

indeed such a person, what’s wrong?” 

Ji Feng did recall that this Tong Yuyang of Zhang Lei’s mouth was the same redhead who had spoken out 

and molested Li Ruo Nan when he and Li Ruo Nan met them on the road, and ended up having his arm 

broken by Ji Feng’s foot. 

“He’s my cousin!” Zhang Lei said with an odd expression. 
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Ji Feng instantly froze, and then his face became equally odd: “Tong Yuyang is …… your cousin?” 

A few black lines sprang up on his head: “Just that guy, he’s actually your cousin? Lei Zi, how come I 

never noticed that you two have half a resemblance? No, you two are both quite superb, so this is quite 

similar!” 

“F*ck off!” 

Zhang Lei was embarrassed and said in an unkind tone, “Crazy, don’t compare me to him, that guy is a 

scum, buddy I’m a good young man of the new century …… but then again, you kid is too hard on the 

hands!” 

The moment this was mentioned, Zhang Lei could not help but shake his head with a bitter smile, 

according to his knowledge, his cousin Tong Yu Yang’s right arm was actually crushed and fractured by Ji 

Feng’s foot, even if it was cured, in the future this arm could no longer exert great strength, even to the 

extent that when it rained on cloudy days, the whole arm would hurt unbearably. 

Such an injury is undoubtedly lifelong for Tong Yu Yang, and it is simply a hard slap in the face of the 

whole Tong family. 

However, when the people of the Tong family understood what had happened, they could only laugh 

bitterly and speechlessly. 

What could they say? 

First of all, at that time, Ji Feng did not know that Tong Yuyang was a member of the Tong family, what’s 

more, what this Tong Yuyang did was just a bit too much, when he was in Yanjing in the past, this guy 

was a total playboy, maintaining a small star, being flirtatious, and more importantly, he never did a 

single thing less than bullying men and women. 



It was only because his eldest uncle and his eldest aunt spoiled this son that he was not punished after 

he did those things, but instead he lived more and more, and his personality became more and more 

playful. 

Now, he has finally kicked the iron plate, no, it can’t be said that it is an iron plate, it is like hitting a 

stone with an egg, he is actively seeking death! 

You have no choice but to mess with the first grandson of the Ji family? 

The relationship between the Tong family and the Ji family was so good, even if it was a hostile 

relationship, the Tong family could not do anything to Ji Feng, after all, it was Tong Yuyang who was at 

fault in the first place, as long as Ji Feng did not lay down his hands, the Tong family could only gulp their 

teeth in their stomachs and could not say anything. 

The matter was also suppressed by the elders of the Tong family, and Tong Yuyang was punished to stay 

at home in seclusion, not allowed to leave the house for two months, so that he could reflect on himself. 

It is not easy to say how effective this will be, but it is something that has never been done before for 

Tong Yu Yang, and his elder uncle and aunt have never punished their son so severely before. 

But at the same time, it was obvious that they would not have any good feelings towards Ji Feng in their 

hearts! 

And related to that, Zhang Lei and Ji Feng’s relationship is extremely good, almost like a brother, in this 

case, the original somewhat ostracized Tong Kai De’s Tong family boss, at this time is naturally more 

very dissatisfied with Tong Kai De and Zhang Lei, but due to face and identity, a time is not good to say 

anything. 

But in the future, if Tong Kai De wants the family to support him in various matters, at least the big 

brother hurdle is not too easy to pass. 

Of course, these thoughts only flashed through Zhang Lei’s mind, he would not mention this matter to Ji 

Feng, that bastard Tong Yuyang, Zhang Lei also wanted to beat him for a long time, now Ji Feng did 

exactly what he wanted, he could not be happier, how could he blame his brother? 

“Crazy, Tong Yuyang that guy, although not much of a climate, but in Yanjing, his fox friends are many, 

even in Jiangzhou, he also has many friends, and even many people on the road are fawning over him 

……” Zhang Lei said deliberately, “My uncle’s side, there is more protective, so if he does something in 

private ……” 

Zhang Lei did not continue, but his meaning, however, has been thoroughly expressed clearly. 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head slightly with a smile and said, “Lei Zi, listening to your tone, you 

have a lot of resentment, that guy makes you very dissatisfied?” 

“Not resentful, but quite resentful …… but all inside a home, also helpless!” Zhang Lei shook his head 

and said, “I’m not the same person as him ……” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but smile, to be able to make Zhang Lei reveal such a helpless expression, that Tong 

Yuyang is also enough to be proud of himself. You know, with Zhang Lei’s character, even if there were 

even greater difficulties ahead, he had never shown such a helpless look. 



“Lei Zi, don’t worry, as long as he doesn’t come to mess with me, I won’t take the initiative to provoke 

him. Even for your sake, I won’t do anything to Tong Yuyang!” Ji Feng patted his shoulder and smiled, 

“Split up and do something, you go deal with Qin Yujie, I still have a bit of business on my side.” 

Zhang Lei nodded and smiled, “You guy ……” 

He certainly knew that with Ji Feng’s energy to deal with Tong Yuyang, that guy, even if he had great 

abilities, would definitely be made whole, and maybe his life would be ruined. 

The reason why Ji Feng agreed to let Tong Yuyang go was obviously because of his own face. 

Zhang Lei smiled and patted Ji Feng’s shoulder, not saying anything. 

Between the two brothers, a lot of words did not need to be said, their previous experiences had 

already made them have an overwhelming friendship. 

After separating from Zhang Lei, Ji Feng was idle. Right now, he didn’t have anything to do, he just 

needed to wait for Li Ruo Nan’s call and then rush over. 

Regarding eating with Li Ruo Nan, when Ji Feng thought about it, he couldn’t help but feel a bit odd, 

eating with this female tyrannical dragon was always a bit odd. 

Moreover, the sudden change of Li Ruo Nan today made Ji Feng more or less uncomfortable. Between 

him and Li Ruo Nan, they should be somewhere between friends and acquaintances, and now that they 

suddenly want to have dinner together and there seems to be nothing else going on, Ji Feng can’t help 

but scratch his head a little. 

“Forget it, don’t think about that, it’s like what Li Ruonan said, just think of it as her coming to thank 

herself for today’s action!” Ji Feng shook his head slightly, turned the keys on his fingers and walked 

quickly towards the parking place. 

…… 

Yanjing, the intensive care area of a certain military hospital. 

Qiao Gakai’s eyes carried an uncontainable joy as he walked quickly towards the ward. 

Behind him, he was followed by two old men in their late sixties. What struck the nurses and doctors 

passing nearby as strange was that these two old men, both wearing traditional Tang suits, had long hair 

that stretched down to their waists, and their hair had turned white, making them look very odd. 

However, as the residents of the intensive care unit were all big names, although the nurses and doctors 

felt very strange in their hearts, they did not say anything more, as they had been working here for a 

long time, they naturally knew what to say and what not to say. 

These two old men walked like dragons and tigers, they did not look like old people at all, there was no 

sign of old age, instead they looked more energetic than some young people. 

“Two elders, this way please!” Qiao Gakai walked up to the door of an intensive care ward, bent slightly 

and said with a slight tinge of respect, “Fifth senior brother is in this ward, second elders, please enter!” 

“Guodong is in there?” 



An old man suddenly spoke up, his voice was very low, making people feel uncomfortable in their 

hearts, “Go!” 

“Yes! Third Elder!” Qiao Gakai immediately responded respectfully as he hurriedly opened the door to 

the intensive care ward and invited the two old men in with a serious and respectful face. 

Just as he walked into the ward, he saw a person with an oxygen mask lying on the hospital bed, this 

person did not have half a wound around his body and could not see any injury, however, his face was 

waxy and looked very frightening. 

The patient’s exposed hands looked very thin, as if he was malnourished. 

However, in this intensive care ward, being well taken care of by the nurses and doctors, it was obvious 

that there would be no possibility of malnutrition, which meant that the man was sick. 

“Guodong?!” 

As soon as he saw the patient lying on the bed, that Third Elder’s face instantly changed slightly, and a 

blazing rage shot out of his eyes as he gritted his teeth and turned his head to look at Qiao Gakai, asking 

in a cold voice, “Who did this to your Fifth Senior Brother?!” 

When Qiao Gakai saw how angry Third Elder was, he was instantly happy in his heart, but his face was 

sad as he said, “Back to Third Elder’s words, Fifth Senior Brother, he, was harmed by that bastard Ji 

Feng, that bastard, relying on the fact that he had an evil kung fu, sneak attacked Fifth Senior Brother 

and the others, and as a result, they have been lying until now, never getting up again!” 

“Ji Feng?!” 

Another old man’s eyes revealed a thick murderous look, “Who is that Ji Feng?! Which sect is he the heir 

of? Or is it ……” 

“Fourth Elder, according to my disciple’s investigation, that Ji Feng is not the heir of any sect, he almost 

came out of nowhere, originally he was just an unknown high school student, then he suddenly showed 

extraordinary skills, senior brother Zhu Yongtao, or fifth senior brother and the others, they all lost at Ji 

Feng’s hands ……” 

Qiao Gakai said softly, “This is something that my disciple can’t understand, he is so young, even 

younger than my disciple’s age, where did he get his kung fu from!” 

“Hmph, Guodong’s kung fu is very good, if that kid named Ji Feng didn’t have a certain amount of kung 

fu, he might not be able to defeat Guodong even with a sneak attack!” The Third Elder grunted and said, 

“Qiao Gakai!” 

“Disciple present!” Qiao Gakai immediately answered. 

The Third Elder immediately snorted coldly, “You go out immediately, and from now on, don’t allow 

anyone to come in! What’s more, don’t let anyone make any noise and don’t disturb us!” 

Qiao Gakai was instantly overjoyed, he knew that the two Elders were going to step in to save the 

people, he immediately nodded his head, “Yes, Third Elder!” 



As soon as the words were said, Qiao Gakai immediately walked over quickly, his heart overwhelmed 

with joy, since the two elders were going to make a move, that meant that his mother was saved. 

These two elders, their kung fu was unfathomable, so naturally, they would have no problem in striking! 

“Hey! Mother is saved!” Qiao Gakai laughed coldly, “Ji Feng, since you’ve lured the Third and Fourth 

Elders here, this time I’ll see how you can still run wild!” 
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In the intensive care ward, the Third Elder and the Fourth Elder saw Qiao Gakai walk out, and at once 

their faces turned even more gloomy. 

The Third Elder grabbed Tian Guodong’s wrist in one hand and closed his eyes slightly. 

After five minutes or so had passed, the Third Elder’s body suddenly shook as he violently let go of his 

hand and opened his eyes again, only that his face was extremely odd, and even faintly, there was a hint 

of panic, which could be said to be a judgment of two people compared to his dragon walk and 

spiritedness that he had before. 

“Third Brother, how is it?” As soon as the Fourth Elder saw the Third Elder’s expression, his heart 

instantly felt a little unpleasant, and he hurriedly asked in a low voice. 

The Third Elder shook his head slightly and said, “The situation is very bleak.” 

The Fourth Elder’s body instantly shook as he asked with a face full of disbelief, “In that case, did 

Guodong really encounter a young innate expert as he said in his transmission? That’s why he was 

injured in this state?” 

“Old Fourth, you should also be clear that among the Houtian martial artists, Guodong’s strength is 

already considered quite good, if he hadn’t encountered an Innate expert, how could he be in such a 

mess?” The Third Elder’s expression looked grave, “Just now, I detected an extremely subtle Innate True 

Qi in his body!” 

“It really is an innate expert!” The Fourth Elder immediately lost his voice, his face full of gloom, he then 

remembered something and couldn’t help but ask, “Third Brother, just now you detected that innate 

true qi, why didn’t you just get rid of it?” 

The Third Elder, however, shook his head slightly and said, “This Innate True Qi is very strange, not only 

is it incomparably pure, but also, resilient, rigid with a soft power, just now I just probed into the True Qi 

and almost got entangled in it, so I could only rush to retreat!” 

“What?!” 

The Fourth Elder was even more shocked, “Third Brother, you’re also an Innate Expert, how come even 

you couldn’t get rid of it? Doesn’t this mean that if you fought that kid named Ji Feng head on, you 

might not be able to ……” 

“That’s not necessarily true!” The Third Elder shook his head, “According to Qiao Gakai, that kid named 

Ji Feng, himself, is not that old, so his actual combat experience must not be rich, and if a real fight were 

to take place, the victory or defeat is still unknown.” 



Nevertheless, the Third Elder and Fourth Elder’s hearts were already shocked enough. 

A kid younger than their own disciple was not only an Innate martial artist, but also had such pure 

Innate True Qi that even the Fourth Elder did not dare to guarantee victory easily. 

“It’s just that, let’s not think about these issues for now, the most important thing at the moment is to 

cure Guodong and the others.” The Third Elder shook his head slightly and said, “Old Fourth, you and I 

will work together to get rid of the Innate True Qi in Guodong’s body!” 

“Good!” The fourth elder immediately nodded his head, followed closely by asking, “Third brother, given 

the current situation, it seems that even if the two of us join forces, it will take at least a short period of 

time to cure all of them, so will we still save the Qiao family’s lady ……?” 

“We must save it!” The third elder said, “Old Fourth, you don’t get out much, you don’t know what kind 

of influence these families have in the secular society, with their help, we have a much better chance of 

achieving our goal, besides, since that Ji Feng himself is an innate martial artist and is good at sneak 

attacks, he is bound to be very troublesome, why not if we can create an additional enemy for him? ” 

The fourth elder immediately nodded and said, “Then let’s start now!” 

…… 

The Royal Supreme Club, located in the most prosperous part of Jiangzhou Economic Development 

Zone, like other clubs, it had extremely high-grade facilities, as well as quality services, and more 

importantly, the club was very quiet, not like some mere hotels that were noisy, and most of the guests 

who came in and out were also people with connotation and quality. 

Of course, even if they are rioters, they will also pretend to be very cultivated when they enter here, as 

if they have been educated in a foreign aristocratic style since childhood, the men appear gentle and 

elegant, the women are elegant and noble …… but what the bones are like, at least it is not visible here. 

This is not the first time that Ji Feng has come to this kind of club. Last time in Yanjing, he had been to 

the Wanli Club, which is obviously more upscale than this Royal Supreme Club, and the membership fee 

and the qualifications for admission alone have deterred many people. 

The Royal Supreme Club, on the other hand, is a place where anyone can come in and spend money as 

long as they have the money, and the two are completely different. 

However, even the Miles Club, Ji Feng had never taken a good look at it, and when he went, he went 

with an extreme sense of purpose, and was not in that mood to use those entertainment facilities in the 

club, much less to see the scenery. 

Of course, observing the environment, this was the first thing that Ji Feng had to do when he first 

arrived at an unfamiliar place. On this point, he had never been half-careless. 

But this time, Ji Feng was in the mood to look around at the Royal Supreme Club’s lobby layout and that 

unique decoration, and was in an extremely relaxed mood. 

It was because he had come here today to attend a dinner appointment and not for any other purpose. 



“I can’t imagine that female Tyrannosaurus, she’s quite good at enjoying herself!” Seeing the elegant 

environment here, Ji Feng couldn’t help but smile slightly, although the words Royal Supreme were very 

cringe-worthy and sounded very tacky, however, the arrangement inside was something else, the simple 

style of decoration, the deliberate flow of rockery and water in the hall, all of which allowed one’s 

otherwise somewhat restless mood to quiet down. 

A cheongsam-clad greeter walked over quickly with a polite smile on her face and asked, “Excuse me, 

sir, what do I need to do for you?” 

Ji Feng smiled and nodded, saying, “I’m looking for someone, she should have arrived already.” 

The greeting guest immediately asked, “May I ask if you are Mr. Ji?” 

Seeing Ji Feng nodded, she immediately said politely, “Your friend has arrived, please follow me!” 

Following behind that welcoming guest, Ji Feng looked around at the layout of the club while sort of 

observing the environment. 

“Your friend is in the VIP box on the first floor, she’s already waiting for you!” The two of them went up 

the stairs and the welcome guest said politely. 

Ji Feng nodded slightly and didn’t say much, while his heart was pondering whether he should give her 

something to spend this time …… This was the reason why he turned his head around and looked 

around. 

Although Ji Feng has been to some high-class places, but really alone, there are really not a few times, so 

he did not know whether to give consumption, but also can only learn from others. 

But what was a little disappointing to him was that when he looked around, there didn’t seem to be any 

people who had made a move to tip, and moreover, there were hardly any people talking to the waiters, 

mostly a few people walking past together laughing and joking, or just alone and heading straight for a 

particular box. 

“Country people, less insightful!” Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head and smiled to himself, all so 

torn on the issue of consumption …… he decided not to give, “Stingy for once, who let us be country 

people!” 

If the greeters leading the way in front knew what Ji Feng was thinking in his mind right now, I’m afraid 

he would have laughed out loud. 

In high-class hotels and clubs like this one, most of the guests would tip, but not directly to the waiter or 

the greeter, but when the same checkout was made, the number of the waiter or the greeter would be 

reported to the main desk, and then the amount of tip would be whatever the guests wanted to give. 

Ji Feng rarely came to such places, so naturally he did not know that there were such rules. Fortunately, 

he was smart enough to observe others first before deciding whether to give or not, which prevented 

him from making a fool of himself on the spot. 

Otherwise, if Ji Feng took out a few hundred yuan bills and handed them to the guest of honour as a tip, 

the guest of honour would not only not accept them, but would also look down on him. 



Soon, the two of them arrived at the entrance of a box on the first floor, and the welcome guest smiled 

and said, “Mr. Ji, your friend is inside, I’m number 6, if you need anything, you can always ring the 

service bell in the box!” 

Ji Feng put on a stoic look and nodded with a smile, “Thank you very much.” 

The welcome guest instantly smiled sweetly and turned around to leave. 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but stare, why was she smiling so brightly? Was this welcoming guest too 

enthusiastic, or was it because he had said something wrong? 

How could he know that Ji Feng’s polite smile gave the welcome guest an illusion – that Ji Feng was 

satisfied with her. 

If that was the case, when the time came to settle the bill, he would definitely give some extra tip, which 

was the thing that the welcome guest was most concerned about. 

Unable to think about it, Ji Feng simply stopped thinking about it and knocked on the door. 

“Please come in!” A crisp and pleasant voice came from inside. 

Ji Feng smiled and pushed the door in, but saw that in a large compartment, a gorgeous girl was facing 

the compartment door sideways, slightly looking down at the magazine in her hand. 

From the side, this gorgeous girl was wearing a long black dress, looking somewhat mysterious, and the 

snow-white skin that was hidden under the shawl was a stark contrast to the long dress, making people 

unable to help but look sideways. 

Around her neck was a necklace that shone so brightly in the light that it almost dazzled one’s eyes. 

Elegant, noble, cold …… For a time, these words flashed through Ji Feng’s mind, but none of them were 

enough to describe the temperament of the gorgeous woman in front of him. 

For a moment, Ji Feng even had some doubts that the greeter who said that someone was waiting for 

him was this woman, not Li Ruonan? 

He was stunned for a moment before he hurriedly said, “Sorry, I might have gone to the wrong room.” 

With that, he was about to turn around and go out immediately, but he suddenly heard a ‘pfft’ sound, 

followed by a giggle, “Ji Feng, you didn’t go to the wrong room, otherwise, you would have missed your 

appointment!” 

Ji Feng was stunned, and then his eyes widened as he jerked back to look at the smiling, gorgeous 

woman in disbelief, and spat out a name in amazement, “Li, Li Ruo Nan? 

  

Chapter 390 

This is really the most modern and beautiful woman, with a beauty that is full of fashion, is really the 

heroic female tyrant Li Ruonan? 



This is simply the most modern and beautiful girl, with a beauty that overwhelms all people and an 

extremely strong and voluptuous aura, where can it be the previous Li RuoNan? 

When I saw Li Ruo Nan in the past, she was always wearing a traffic police uniform, riding a motorbike, 

patrolling the streets, her beautiful face coupled with her heroic aura, so that Ji Feng would always 

subconsciously treat her as a boy. 

That’s right, that’s right, he treated her like a boy. 

Otherwise, Ji Feng wouldn’t have been able to resist flirting with her every time he saw her. In 

retrospect, it wasn’t because Ji Feng had this bad taste, nor was it because Li Ruo Nan looked like she 

was being flirted with, but rather that although Ji Feng appreciated her valiant demeanour, at heart he 

would have preferred her to be more feminine, or at least, more gentle. 

The girls he likes are like Yu Xuan and Lei Lei, or gentle and quiet, or charming, but definitely not like a 

woman with a hot temper and more spicy actions than a man! 

But today’s Li Ruo Nan, is a change from the spicy image of the past, become very noble and moving, 

anyone who looks at it will also feel stunning, so Ji Feng for a time even look dumbfounded. 

Li Ruonan stood up and saw Ji Feng’s dumbfounded look, she couldn’t help but purse her lips and smile: 

“What, don’t you recognize her?” 

Ji Feng immediately shook his head, and while his heart felt amazed, he was also a little surprised: “You, 

how did you become like this?” 

“Isn’t this good?” Li Ruonan asked with a smile, but her heart had a hint of nervousness. 

I don’t know what’s going on, today’s Li Ruo Nan, just want to show her beauty in front of Ji Feng, she 

doesn’t want Ji Feng every time he sees her, he can’t help but flirt with a sentence: “Li big traffic cop!” 

What’s more, she didn’t want to be a tough female traffic cop in Ji Feng’s heart all the time. 

Li Ruonan is not actually unattractive, in fact quite the opposite, both her figure and looks have 

characteristics unique to beautiful girls, Li Ruonan’s figure is very tall, a full one meter seven, which is 

definitely considered taller among girls. 

The only thing wrong with her figure is that she has become a bit hot because of her profession and her 

long exposure to criminals, hooligans or scoundrels. 

In fact, her name is Li Ruonan, but her Xingxing is definitely not a tomboy. 

Today, she invited Ji Feng to dinner, on the one hand, because she wanted to thank him for helping out 

to restrain the robbers of the Jardine Mansion, while on the other hand, she also hoped that she could 

show her most beautiful side, her most real side. 

“Don’t stand there silly, hurry over and sit down!” Li Ruonan smiled sweetly as she pulled out the chair 

and sat down first, “Because it’s private time now, it wouldn’t be a good influence if you come in 

uniform.” 

Li Ruonan, whose heart was slightly nervous, still couldn’t help but explain. 



“Phew!” 

Ji Feng let out a long breath, which was considered calm, he couldn’t help but shake his head with a 

smile and said, “I’m used to seeing that valiant you in the past, now that you’ve suddenly transformed 

like this, I’m really a bit uncomfortable, huh ……” 

Li Ruonan immediately gave him a white look, this person is really …… 

She couldn’t help but huff and puff, “What, in your eyes, I should be that image of a hot temper, full of 

foul language all day, driving a motorbike wildly?” 

“Of course not!” Ji Feng shook his head and laughed, “I was referring to the temperament, not your 

demeanor. In fact, I don’t have any discrimination against any profession, of course, at least it should be 

a legitimate one …… Tonight, your temperament has changed a lot, it’s completely different from the 

kind of valiant feeling you used to have.” 

“Then do you think that the original aura is better, or the current feeling is better?” Li Ruonan asked 

with a light smile, Ji Feng’s words still made her heart very happy, so she was in a good mood. 

Ji Feng seriously thought about it and said, “If it’s in my personal opinion, it’s still better now, because 

girls, well, at least they should be gentle. However, if it is objectively speaking, perhaps the kind of 

valiant feeling you used to have is a little better, because you are a police officer, and a police officer 

cannot be too gentle, of course I mean when dealing with criminals …… women can be police officers as 

well!” 

Li Ruonan suddenly heart some angry bitter, how this guy just can not understand her words, he is a 

wooden man? 

“Then let me ask you, if I quit being a police officer and stay the way I am now in the future, what do you 

think?” Li Ruonan asked again. 

“I don’t think …… it’s very good!” Ji Feng said seriously. 

Li Ruonan was immediately surprised and asked, “Why?” 

“Because you are very serious and dedicated!” Ji Feng smiled faintly and said, “To say something you 

don’t like to hear, there aren’t many good cops nowadays, and the more cops like you, the better.” 

Li Ruonan couldn’t help but give him a blank look, “Then according to you, we police officers should be 

the ones who suffer and suffer?” 

“Then what else do you want?” Ji Feng couldn’t help but laugh, “Being a police officer is to maintain 

social stability, there are so many criminals now, if you don’t suffer, who will? Of course, there are few 

police officers who think that way anymore ……” 

“There are still many good policemen!” Li Ruonan couldn’t help but argue. 

“As opposed to the country’s population of over a billion?” Ji Feng gave a somewhat mocking smile, 

“Taking another step back, how many good cops are there relative to so many cops in the country?” 



Li Ruonan was immediately a bit unable to answer, and didn’t know how to answer, because what Ji 

Feng said was the truth, and if she was facing someone else, she would naturally refute it, or at least 

uphold the image of the profession. 

But facing Ji Feng, Li Ruonan didn’t want to do that because that would undoubtedly be lowering her 

image in Ji Feng’s mind, even though she felt a little uncomfortable hearing those words. 

“Oh ……” Seeing Li Ruo Nan silent, Ji Feng laughed: “Not to say this, it was originally your treat for dinner 

today, if it makes you all unhappy again, then there is no point in eating this meal. ” 

“Then you still say that!” Li Ruonan’s crimson mouth couldn’t help but beep, and in the beauty of it, 

there was a touch more of a cute look. 

“Fine, it’s my fault.” Ji Feng laughed, “Let the waiter serve the food, I’m a bit hungry.” 

“Just know how to eat!” 

Li Ruonan couldn’t help but wrinkle her nose and muttered, but she still pressed the service bell, “Please 

serve the food!” 

“This is quite advanced!” Ji Feng smiled, the places he had eaten in the past were either ordinary 

restaurants or big stalls, but he had never seen this kind with a service bell. 

“This is a special feature of this club, I came here once before with my big brother and thought it was 

not bad, so I asked you to come here this time.” Li Ruonan explained. 

Ji Feng’s heart suddenly moved and he suddenly asked, “Your big brother?” 

“Yes, you also recognize ……” Li Ruonan replied casually, but just as the words were halfway through, 

she immediately forked off the topic: “Let’s not talk about that, I simply ordered a few dishes, I don’t 

know what you like to eat yet? ” 

“Whatever is fine!” Ji Feng smiled, he hadn’t eaten much properly this whole day, he had focused on 

drinking with Qin Shujie at lunchtime, and as a result, the incident at the Jardine Mansion came up again 

in the afternoon, and he had been busy until now, he had already had an empty stomach. 

“Do you want some wine?” Li Ruonan asked with a smile. 

“No! Don’t ever!” When Ji Feng heard this, he immediately shook his head and refused, he didn’t want 

to recreate the scene of lunch, drinking was nothing, but if you drink simply for the sake of drinking, 

then it was better not to! 

“You’re afraid of drinking?” Seeing Ji Feng’s appearance, Li Ruonan immediately pursed her lips and 

smiled. 

Ji Feng didn’t deny it, after all, there was no way to tell about the lunch, he could only nod and smile, 

“Sort of!” 

Perhaps because Li Ruo Nan had ordered the dishes long ago, the waiter’s speed was fast, and a plate of 

delicious food was quickly brought up. 

“Let’s eat!” Li Ruonan said softly. 



Ji Feng nodded slightly, his heart was still more or less uncomfortable, Li RuoNan spoke in such a soft 

voice, Ji Feng always felt that the person sitting opposite him was another person. 

Suddenly, Ji Feng’s heart moved, what did Li Ruonan say just now? 

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you’re talking about. 

While eating, Ji Feng carefully recalled Li Ruonan’s appearance, he carefully combed through all the 

people he knew. 

His own people yes, or the one surnamed Li …… 

Ji Feng was suddenly struck by the fact that he thought of a person – Li Weidong! 

“Li Weidong is your elder brother?” Ji Feng put down his chopsticks and suddenly asked. 

“Yes.” Li Ruonan nodded, and immediately, she was stunned and looked at Ji Feng cautiously, “You, 

when did you know this?” 

“Right now!” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but smile, “So you are Li Weidong’s sister, no wonder I always feel that you look 

familiar, as if I have seen you somewhere ……” 

“Whose sister am I, is it important to you?” Li Ruonan asked cautiously, of course she knew that her 

elder brother and Ji Feng didn’t get along and had even had conflicts, plus she didn’t want others to 

know her identity because she didn’t want people to look at her with tinted glasses. 

It was for this reason that she had never told Ji Feng her true identity. 

Moreover, as she became acquainted with Ji Feng and learned that Ji Feng was actually Ji Shaolei’s 

cousin, Li Ruo Nan was even more afraid to tell him about her identity. Now that Ji Feng suddenly knew 

about it, Li Ruo Nan’s heart was suddenly a little anxious, as if she was a prisoner awaiting sentencing. 

 


